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To implement fault-tolerant quantum computation with continuous variables, continuous variables need to be
digitized using an appropriate code such as the Gottesman–Kitaev–Preskill (GKP) qubit. We have developed
a method to alleviate the required squeezing level to realize fault-tolerant quantum computation with the GKP
qubit [K. Fukui, A. Tomita, A. Okamoto, and K. Fujii, Phys. Rev. X 8, 021054 (2018)]. In the previous
work, the required squeezing level can be reduced to less than 10 dB, assuming a noise derived from only the
deviation of the GKP qubit itself. Considering realistic devices such as the two-qubit gate and the homodyne
measurement, however, there is some additional noise, which leads to the degradation of the squeezing level.
Specifically, the required squeezing level degrades to 15.0 dB, assuming the transmission loss in the homodyne
measurement 5 % and the imperfection of the two-qubit gate. In this work, we propose a scheme to improve
the required squeezing level, combining the previous schemes with the proposed maximum-likelihood methods
and encoded measurements. The numerical calculations show that the required squeezing levels are 8.3, 9.6,
and 11.7 dB for the transmission loss in the homodyne measurement 0, 5, and 10 %, respectively, considering
the imperfection of the two-qubit gate. Hence, we believe this work will open up a new way to implement
continuous-variable fault-tolerant quantum computation with a moderate squeezing level and realistically noisy
devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum computation (QC) has a great deal of potential to
efficiently solve some hard problems for conventional com-
puters [1, 2]. To realize large-scale QC, the continuous vari-
able (CV) system is a promising platform; in fact, more than
onemillion-mode 1-dimensional cluster state composed of the
squeezed vacuum states has been experimentally generated in
an optical setup [3]. Nowadays, a 2-dimensional cluster state
for a computation depth of about 5,000 modes on 5 inputs has
been generated [4]. Soon after their work, a 2-dimensional
cluster state for a computation depth of 1250 modes on 24
inputs has been generated [5]. Furthermore, more than thou-
sands of a frequency-encoded cluster state in an optical set
up has been generated [6–8]. In addition to an optical setup,
the CV system a circuit QED [9], opto-mechanics [10, 11],
atomic ensembles [12, 13], and a trapped ion mechanical os-
cillator [14, 15] are also promising candidates for large-scale
QC with CVs.
Regarding fault-tolerant QC (FTQC) with CVs (CV-
FTQC), it is known that CVs need to be digitized using an
appropriate code, such as a cat code, a binomial code, or the
Gottesman–Kitaev–Preskill (GKP) code [16] referred to as the
GKP qubit in this work. This is because the squeezed vacuum
state can not handle the accumulation of analog errors, for ex-
ample, e.g. the Gaussian quantum channel [16] and a photon
loss during the quantum computation. In 2014, Menicucci for
the first time showed the threshold of required squeezing level
for the CV-FTQC for measurement-based QC [17], where the
GKP qubit is used to implement the quantum error correction
during.
Recently, there have been many efforts to towards FTQC
with the GKP qubit [18–22], and a promising architecture
for a scalable quantum circuit incorporating the GKP qubit
[23, 24]. In our previous work [18], we have proposed a high-
threshold FTQC with the GKP qubits to alleviate the required
squeezing level for CV-FTQC to 9.8 dB, which is within the
reach of the current experimental technology [25]. For the
noise model in Ref. [18], however, we have considered only
the deviation derived from the GKP qubit itself, where the de-
viations propagate between the GKP qubits by the two-qubit
gate. Still, considering realistic devices, there is some addi-
tional noise such as that derived from the imperfection of the
two-qubit gate and the homodyne measurement, which leads
to the degradation of the squeezing level. Then, it is natu-
rally expected to degrade the threshold value of the squeez-
ing level, which means that there is a large gap between the
experimentally achievable squeezing level and the theoretical
requirement.
In this work, we devise a scheme to achieve a further re-
duction of the required squeezing level for CV-FTQC under
the realistic assumption for the two-qubit gate and the homo-
dyne measurement, developing the method to implement the
highly-reliable construction of the large-scale cluster state by
harnessing analog information contained in the GKP qubits.
Specifically, our method consists of two parts. One is to make
use of the Gauss-Markov theorem, which is widely known in
statics, to reduce a noise of the GKP qubits in the construction
of the small scale cluster state. The other is the reliable de-
terministic entanglement generation to obtain the large scale
cluster state, where we select the most reliable entanglement
generation by using a maximum-likelihood method. Accord-
ingly, the required squeezing level for CV-FTQC using the
proposed method can be reduced to 8.3 and 9.6 dB for the
transmission loss in the homodyne measurement l = 0 and 5
%, respectively, while those using the previous method are
10.7 and 15.0 dB, respectively, assuming the imperfection of
the two-qubit gate. Furthermore, our method enables us to im-
plement topologically protected MBQC with 11.7 dB for l =
10 %, while topologically protected MBQC using the previ-
2ous method is impossible with more than l ∼ 7.8 %.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,
we briefly review the background knowledge regarding the
GKP qubit, and the realistically noisy devices considered in
this work. In Sec. III, we propose the method to reduce the
required squeezing level for CV-FTQC with the realistically
noisy devices. In Sec. IV, the numerical results show the su-
periority of the proposed method over the conventional meth-
ods. Section V is devoted to discussion and conclusion.
II. GKP QUBIT AND REALISTICALLY NOISY DEVICES
A. The GKP qubit
Gottesman, Kitaev, and Preskill proposed a method to en-
code a qubit in an oscillator’s q (position) and p (momentum)
quadratures to correct errors caused by a small deviation in the
q and p quadratures [16]. The basis of the GKP qubit is com-
posed of a series of Gaussian peaks of width σ and separation√
pi embedded in a larger Gaussian envelope of width 1/σ . Al-
though in the case of infinite squeezing (σ → 0) the GKP qubit
bases become orthogonal, in the case of finite squeezing, the
approximate code states are not orthogonal. The approximate
code states |0˜〉 and |1˜〉 are defined as
|0˜〉 ∝
∞
∑
t=−∞
∫
e−2piσ
2t2e−(q−2t
√
pi)2/(2σ2) |q〉dq, (1)
|1˜〉 ∝
∞
∑
t=−∞
∫
e−piσ
2(2t+1)2/2e−(q−(2t+1)
√
pi)2/(2σ2) |q〉dq. (2)
In the case of the finite squeezing, there is a finite probability
of misidentifying |0˜〉 as |1˜〉, and vice versa. Provided the mag-
nitude of the true deviation is more than
√
pi/2 from the peak
value, the decision of the bit value is incorrect. The probabil-
ity E(σ2) of misidentifying the bit value is calculated by
E(σ2) = 1−
∫ √pi
2
−√pi
2
dx
1√
2piσ2
exp(− x
2
2σ2
). (3)
B. Realistically noisy devices
In this work, we assume two noisy devices, specifically the
imperfection of the two-qubit gate and the homodyne mea-
surement. For the noisy two-qubit gate, we consider the
CNOT gate demonstrated in Ref. [26, 27], which is called
as the QND gate [26, 27]. In the QND gate, the interaction
between the control qubit C and the target qubit T is imple-
mented by using a beam-splitter coupling with two squeezed
vacuum states A and B. The QND gate with the reflectivity of
the beam splitter R and the squeezing parameters rA and rB
for squeezed vacuum states transforms as
qˆC → qˆC−
√
1−R
1+R
qˆAe
−rA , (4)
pˆC → pˆC− 1−R√
R
pˆT+
√
R(1−R)
1+R
pˆBe
−rB , (5)
qˆT → 1−R√
R
qˆC+ qˆT+
√
R(1−R)
1+R
qˆAe
−rA , (6)
pˆT → pˆT+
√
1−R
1+R
pˆBe
−rB , (7)
where qˆC(pˆC), qˆT(pˆT), qˆA(pˆA), and qˆB(pˆB) are the quadra-
ture operators of the control qubit, target qubit, and two
squeezed vacuum states in the q (p), respectively. In the case
that the coefficient (1−R)/√R is equal to 1 and the squeez-
ing level of squeezed vacuum states are infinite, the QND gate
is equivalent to the ideal CNOT gate, which corresponds to
the operator exp(-iqˆa pˆD). Regarding the variance of the GKP
qubit, the QND gate changes the variances of the control and
target qubits as
σ2C,q → σ2C,q +
1−R
1+R
σ2A, (8)
σ2C,p → σ2C,p +
(1−R)2
R
σ2C,p +
R(1−R)
1+R
σ2B, (9)
σ2T,q → σ2C,q +
(1−R)2
R
σ2T,q +
R(1−R)
1+R
σ2A, (10)
σ2T,p → σ2T,p +
1−R
1+R
σ2B, (11)
where variances σ2
C,q(p) and σ
2
T,q(p) are the variances of the
control qubit and the target qubit in the q(p) quadrature, re-
spectively. In this work, we assume that σ2A and σ
2
B are equal
to σ2SV, where variances σ
2
A and σ
2
B are the variances of two
squeezed vacuum states A and B. In this paper, we set the
squeezing level of the squeezed vacuum used for the QND
gate to 15 dB, which is the currently achievable squeezing
level[28]. For the noisy CZ gate, the QND gate is equivalent
to the CZ gate up to local Fourier transformations.
Secondly, we consider the imperfection of the homodyne
measurement by using a model of a transmission loss before
the homodyne detector. This model can be formulated by
placing beam splitters before the homodyne detector, where
the input state couples with a vacuum state by a beam splitter.
The transmission loss transforms the variables in the q and p
quadratures as
qˆ →√η qˆ, pˆ →√η pˆ, (12)
where
√
η is the transmittance coefficient of a beam split-
ter. The variance of the input state in the q(p) quadrature,
σ2in,q(p), changes as,
σ2in,q(p) → σ2out,q(p) = ησ2in,q(p)+
1−η
2
. (13)
The probability to misidentify the bit value after the
transmission loss in the q(p) quadrature is calculated by
3E(σ2out,q(p)/η) in Eq. (3). Note that the variance σ
2
out,q(p) is
modified in order to calculate the probability of misidentify-
ing the bit value as
σ2out,q(p) →
σ2
out,q(p)
η
= σ2in,q(p)+
1−η
2η
., (14)
where we multiple the outcome of the homodyne measure-
ment by 1/
√
η in classical post-processing to fix the basis of
the GKP qubit at the integer multiples of
√
pi .
III. HIGH-THRESHOLD FTQC WITH REALISTICALLY
NOISY DEVICES
A. Cluster state construction with the ME-SQEC
In this subsection, we describe the single-qubit level quan-
tum error correction (SQEC) with a maximum-likelihood es-
timation (ME-SQEC), and explain the method to generate the
3-tree cluster with a low error accumulation. The 3-tree clus-
ter is used to construct the hexagonal cluster with encoded
qubits, as described in the next subsection.
The SQEC is has been proposed to correct a displacement
(deviation) error [16]. In the ME-SQEC, the SQEC is used to
estimate the true deviation value of the GKP qubit by using the
maximum-likelihoodestimation. In the conventional SQEC in
the p quadrature, an additional qubit prepared in the state |0˜〉 is
entangled with the data qubit as the ancilla by the CNOT gate,
where the data and ancilla qubits are the target and control
qubits, respectively. The CNOT gate, which corresponds to
the operator exp(-iqˆa pˆD) for continuous variables, transforms
the true deviation values in the p quadrature as
∆p,a → ∆p,a−∆p,D, ∆q,D → ∆q,D+∆q,a, (15)
where ∆q,D(∆p,D) and ∆q,a(∆p,a) are the true deviation val-
ues of the data and ancilla qubits in the q and p quadra-
tures, respectively. We assume that the variances of the data
(ancilla) qubit in the q and p quadratures are σ2
D(a),q and
σ2
D(a),p, respectively, and for simplicity, the CNOT gate is
ideal. From the measurement outcome, we obtain the devi-
ation of the ancilla ∆mp,a = pk +∆mp,a to minimize the devia-
tion |∆mp,a|, where pk(k = 0,1) is defined as (2t + k)
√
pi(t =
0,±1,±2, · · · .). Then, we perform the displacement |∆mp,a|
on the data qubit in the p quadrature to minimize the true de-
viation. If |∆p,a−∆p,D| is less than
√
pi/2, the true deviation
value of the data qubit in the p quadrature changes to ∆p,a,
which displaces ∆p,D by ∆mp,a(= ∆p,a−∆p,D). On the other
hand, if |∆p,a−∆p,n| is more than
√
pi/2, the bit error in the p
quadrature occurs. As a consequence, the SQEC for the data
qubit in the p quadrature can reduce the variance of the data
qubit in the p quadrature from σ2D,p to σ
2
a,p. The variance of
the data qubit in the q quadrature after the SQEC increases
from σ2D,q to σ
2
D,q +σ
2
a,q (see also Appendix A for the SQEC
in the p quadrature).
In the ME-SQEC, we estimate the true deviation of the data
qubit by considering the Gauss-Markov theorem that is widely
known in statics. For the SQEC with the Gauss-Markov theo-
rem, the true deviation of the data qubit is estimated by the an-
cilla qubit, where the maximum-likelihood estimation is based
on the fact that the true deviation values are obeyed the Gaus-
sian distribution independently. In the ME-SQEC in the q
quadrature, as a result of the measurement of the qubit A after
the CZ gate between the data qubit D and ancilla qubit A, the
true deviation of the qubit D obeys posterior probability that
is Gaussian distribution of mean:
δ =
σ2q,D
σ2q,D+σ
2
p,A
(∆p,A−∆q,D) (16)
with the variance
σ ′2q,D =
σ2q,Dσ
2
p,A
σ2q,D+σ
2
p,A
. (17)
By performing the displacement operation to the data qubit
by δ , the variance of the qubit D in q quadrature reduces from
σ2p,A to σ
′2
q,D, while the variance in p quadrature increases
from σ2p,D to σ
2
p,D+σ
2
q,A. In the case where σ
2
p,D = σ
2
q,A =σ
2,
the ME-SQEC improves the variance of the data qubit in the
q quadrature by σ2/2 in comparison to the SQEC without a
maximum-likelihood estimation [31].(see also [32] for a very
recent and a related method regarding the improvement of
the variance using the maximum-likelihood estimation in the
single-qubit level.) We note that while the variance of the
GKP qubit reduces by using the ME-SQEC, the qubit level
error occurs, if the deviation value is more than
√
pi/2 and the
misidentification of the bit value occurs. To reduce the proba-
bility of misidentifying the bit value of the ancilla, we use the
highly reliable measurement (HRM) introduced in Ref. [18].
(see also Appendix B for the description of the HRM.)
We move on to the preparation of the 3-tree cluster with a
low error accumulation by using ME-SQEC with the HRM.
As s as shown in Fig. 1(a), the entangled two qubits is gen-
erated using the CZ gate between the two single qubits. After
the CZ gate, the variances of the two qubits are σ2 and 2σ2
in the q and p quadratures, respectively, where the variances
of the single qubit in the q and p are σ2. Then, we reduce the
variances of the two qubits in the q and p quadratures by re-
peatedly and independently applying the ME-SQEC with the
HRM to the each of entangled two qubits (Fig. 1(b)). In the
ME-SQEC in the p (q) quadrature, the node and leaf qubits
are the control (target) qubits, where the ancilla qubits are
prepared in |0˜〉 (|+˜〉). In the ME-SQEC, the HRM reduces
the probability of misidentifying the bit value of the ancilla
used for estimating the variances. After the generation of the
reliable entangled two qubits, we construct the 3-tree cluster
using the CZ gate between the single qubit and one of the
entangled two qubits (Fig. 1(c)). In a similar way as the gen-
eration of the entangled two qubits, the variances of the node
qubit and one of the leaf qubits in the q and p quadratures are
reduced, as shown in Fig. 1(d). Accordingly, we can obtain
the 3-tree cluster state with a low error accumulation. Al-
though we can reduce the variances of the 3-tree cluster to be
close to σ2 with the ideal two-qubit gate and the homodyne
4FIG. 1. The preparation of the 3-tree cluster with the ME-SQEC
with the highly reliable measurement (HRM). (a) The generation of
the entangled two qubits using the CZ gate. (b) The construction of
entangled two qubits with a low error accumulation, repeatedly ap-
plying theME-SQEC in the q and p quadratures, where ancilla qubits
prepared in |+˜〉 and |0˜〉 are the target and control qubit, respectively.
(c) The generation of the entangled the 3-tree cluster from the sin-
gle qubit and the entangled two qubits using the CZ gate. (b) The
construction of the 3-tree cluster with a low error accumulation, re-
peatedly applying the ME-SQEC in the q and p quadratures.
measurement, we should stop the iteration of the ME-SQEC
due to the qubit level errors in the ME-SQEC with the HRM.
In the numerical simulation, the number of iterations of the
ME-SQEC in the q and p quadratures is set to 3.
B. Construction of the 3D cluster
In the previous work [18], we proposed the reliable con-
struction of 3D cluster, where the fusion gate with the HRM
is used to avoid the error accumulation during the construction
of the hexagonal cluster as shown in Fig. 2(a). In this work,
we apply the encoded hexagonal cluster and reliable determin-
istic generation of the 3D cluster to the reliable construction
of 3D cluster. The encoded hexagonal cluster as shown in
Fig. 2(b), which consists of six node qubits and 2L encoded
leaf qubits per one of the node qubits, is constructed from
the 3-tree cluster prepared using the ME-SQEC. In the deter-
ministic generation of the 3D cluster, the reliable fusion gate
is implemented thanks to the encoded measurement using en-
coded leaf qubits, where the maximum-likelihoodmethod and
the repetition code reduce the error probability in the fusion
gate. In the following, we explain the construction of the 3D
cluster, where there are three steps, as shown in Fig. 2(c)-(i).
In step 1, we prepare the 3-tree cluster using the ME-SQEC
with the HRM, as described in the previous subsection. In
step 2, we construct the hexagonal cluster states with the en-
coded leaf qubits from the 3-tree cluster state, as shown in
Fig. 2(c)-(f). In this step, we use the fusion gate with the
HRM in the same manner as described in Ref. [18], where
the Bell measurement is used to maintain the variance of the
node qubit, and the HRM is used to reduce the failure proba-
bility derived from misidentifying the bit value in the fusion
gate. Specifically, the 4-tree cluster is constructed from two
3-tree clusters, and the 5-tree cluster is constructed from the
3-tree cluster and the 4-tree cluster by using the Bell measure-
ment with the HRM (Fig. 2(c)). The encoded 3-tree cluster
is constructed from four 5-tree clusters (Fig. 2(d)), and the
encoded 5-tree cluster (Fig. 2(e)) is obtained from the two
encoded 3-tree clusters and the 5-tree cluster by using the fu-
sion gate with the HRM. We then obtain the hexagonal cluster
states with the encoded leaf qubits (Fig. 2(b)) from six en-
coded 5-tree clusters. Because of the HRM in steps 1 and 2,
the highly-reliable cluster is obtained with a low error accu-
mulation at the cost of the success probability of the HRM.
In step 3, the 3D cluster is constructed from the hexago-
nal clusters by using the deterministic fusion gate without the
HRM. In this step, the HRM can not be used to obtain the
3D cluster, because the 3D cluster needs to be constructed
deterministically to perform large scale QC deterministically.
In the conventional method [18], the deterministic genera-
tion between two nodes is implemented by the Bell measure-
ment on the two leaf qubits of each of the two hexagonal
clusters. Since the error probability of the fusion gate with-
out the HRM is several orders of magnitude higher than that
with the HRM, the error probability of the deterministic fu-
sion gate is the bottleneck for the threshold of the squeezing.
In this work, we propose the encoded measurement with a
maximum-likelihood method to reduce the error probability
of the deterministic fusion gate.
In the proposed fusion gate without the HRM, we first im-
plement the Bell measurement between the two leaf qubits of
each of the two hexagonal clusters as shown in Fig. 2(g). Af-
ter all Bell measurements, we then select the most reliable en-
tanglement by using the maximum-likelihood method, com-
paring L likelihoods for measurement results. We here as-
sume that we obtain the i-the measurement deviation ∆m,Ai
and ∆m,Bi are obtained from the i-the Bell measurement on
the two i-the leaf qubits connected with the node qubit. The
i-the likelihood is calculated by
Fi = f (∆m,Ai) f (∆m,Bi), (18)
where f (x) is the Gaussian distribution function with mean
zero and variance σ2pro,q +σ
2
pro,p, and σ
2
pro,q and σ
2
pro,p are the
variances of the leaf qubit in the q and p quadratures, respec-
tively. We next select the measurement result that has the
largest likelihood as the measurement result for the most re-
liable entanglement. We then keep the most reliable entan-
glement by the measurement on the ancillae, while we re-
move the entanglement except for the most reliable one. For
the most reliable entanglement, we measure the ancillae con-
nected with the most reliable entanglement in the q quadra-
ture in order to remove the ancillae from the entanglement, as
shown in Fig. 2(h). The ancillae are safely removed, since
the probability of misidentifying the bit value in the q quadra-
ture is sufficiently small compared with that in the p quadra-
ture. This is because we end up with the ME-SQEC in the q
quadrature to reduce the variance of the ancilla qubit, which
means that the variance of the ancilla qubit in the q quadrature
is smaller than that in the p quadrature. For the entanglement
5FIG. 2. The 3D cluster construction. (a) The hexagonal cluster introduced in Ref.[18]. (b) The hexagonal cluster with the encoded leaf qubits,
where the number of the encoded leaf qubits and ancilla qubits composing each of the encoded leaf qubit are L(= 3) and m(= 3), reapectively.
(c) The construction of the 4-tree cluster and 5-tree cluster from the 3-tree clusters. (d) The construction of the encoded 3-tree cluster from
four 5-tree clusters. (e) The encoded 5-tree cluster, which is constructed from the 5-tree cluster and two encoded 3-tree cluster. (f) The
construction of the hexagonal cluster with the encoded leaf qubits from six encoded 5-tree clusters. (g) The Bell measurement between the
two leaf qubits connected with each of nodes, where the measurement is implemented without the HRM. (h) The measurement on the ancillae
in the q quadrature for the most reliable entanglement. (i) The measurement on the ancillae in the p quadrature for the entanglement except
for the most reliable entanglement.
except for the most reliable entanglement, we measure the an-
cillae in the p quadrature so that we obtain the bit value of
the leaf qubit in the q quadrature, as shown in Fig. 2(i). We
accurately obtain the bit value of the leaf qubit, and safely
remove the entanglement between nodes and ancillae thanks
to the encoded measurement, where ancillae are encoded by
them-repetition code in the p quadrature. In the m-repetition
code for the encoded leaf qubit, the node qubit N and the i-th
ancilla qubit Ai are stabilized by the operator
ZˆNXˆAi =+1 (i = 1,2, · · · ,m), (19)
where m is the number of ancillae, and we implement a ma-
jority voting among the measurement results of ancillae in the
p quadrature. For instance, we decide that the bit value of the
node qubit in the q quadrature is 0 by using a majority vot-
ing, when the measurement results of ancillae with m = 3 are
XˆA1 = +1 , XˆA2 = +1, and XˆA3 = −1, respectively, namely,
we obtain the bit values of the ancillae in the p quadrature as 0,
0, and 1, respectively. This type of the indirect measurement,
which obtains the bit value indirectly from the measurements
of ancillae, was introduced by Varnava etal. [29]. Further-
more, in our method, the analog QEC [30] is employed to
enhance the QEC performance of the repetition code. Conse-
quently, we can obtain the 3D cluster with a low error accu-
mulation by using the deterministic fusion gate with encoded
leaf qubits and the construction of the hexagonal cluster with
a maximum-likelihood method.
IV. THRESHOLD CALCULATION
In this section, for simplicity, we estimate the threshold
value of the squeezing level required for the CV-FTQC by
using the conventional [18] and proposed methods, assuming
the imperfection of the QND gate and the homodyne mea-
surement. Later, we take a more detailed calculation by the
numerical simulation of the QEC for topologically protected
MBQC. In this calculation, we set the upper limit vup for the
HRM to 2
√
pi/5, and the number of iterations of the ME-
SQEC in the preparation of the 3-tree cluster to 3 for each
of quadratures.
In the conventional method [18], where the topologically
protected MBQC is performed on the highly-reliable 3D clus-
ter, the threshold value in the leading order is calculated by
using the probability Etot that is the unheralded error proba-
bility per one node qubit of the 3D cluster in the p quadrature.
In Ref. [18], Etot in the leading order is obtained by
Etot = Enode+EHRM+ 2Edet, (20)
where Enode is the probability of misidentifying the bit value
of the node qubit, EHRM is the sum of the probabilities of
misidentifying the bit value in the fusion gate with the HRM
during the construction of the hexagonal cluster, and Edet
is the probability of misidentifying the bit value in the de-
terministic fusion gate without HRM. Since Enode, EHRM
are sufficiently small under the condition of the upper limit
6vup = 2
√
pi/5 for the HRM, Etot can be approximated by
2Edet = 2E(σ
′2), where the variance σ ′2 is derived from the
sum of the variance of the leaf qubit in the q and p quadra-
tures. The probability E(σ ′2) is calculated by Eq.(3) up to
the replacement of σ2 by σ ′2. Then, we define the threshold
value of the squeezing level as the squeezing level that pro-
vides Etot = 2E(σ
′2) = 3%, which is the threshold value for
topologically protected MBQC 2.9− 3.3% [33, 34]. To esti-
mate the threshold value for the realistic noisy devices with
the conventional method [18], we calculate σ ′2 as
σ ′2 = 3σ2+σsv2(1−R)+ 1−η
2η
, (21)
where σsv
2 is the variance of the squeezed vacuum in the QND
gate and R is (3−√5)/2 corresponding to (1−R)/√R = 1
in Eqs.(5) and (6). By using the previous method without
the analog QEC, we obtain the threshold in the leading or-
der 11,6, 14.2, and 17.9 for the transmission loss rate in the
homodyne measurement l = 0,, 3, and 5%, respectively, as-
suming the squeezing level of the squeezed vacuum state is
15.0 dB in the QND gate, where 1− l corresponds to the
transmission coefficient η . Furthermore, we find that topolog-
ically protectedMBQC without the analog QEC is impossible
more than l ∼ 6.4%, even when the GKP qubit has an infinite
squeezing level. This is because the variance derived from the
sum of the loss and the squeezed vacuum state in the QND
gate is equal to the variance corresponding to the Etot = 3%.
In the proposed method using the hexagonal cluster with
the encoded leaf qubits, instead of the Edet, we consider the
probabilities Edet,pro for the deterministic fusion gate with our
scheme. Then, the total probability with the proposed method
Etot,pro in the leading order is calculated by
Etot,pro = Enode+EHRM+ 2Edet,pro. (22)
Edet,pro consists of the probabilities EML, Eanc,q, and Eanc,p,
where EML is the probability of the misidentification of the
bit value of the leaf qubit for the most reliable entanglement,
the Eanc,q is the probability of the misidentification of the bit
value of the ancilla qubits connected with the most reliable en-
tanglement, and the Eanc,p is the failure probability of the rep-
etition code to remove the entanglement with the node qubit.
Specifically, Edet,pro is described by
Edet,pro = EML+mEanc,q +(L− 1)Eanc,p, (23)
where L is a half of the number of the leaf qubits per one
of the node qubits, and m is the number of the ancilla qubit
connected with each of the leaf qubits. Since Enode, EHRM,
and Eanc,q are sufficiently small, Etot can be approximated by
Etot ∼ 2EML+ 2(L− 1)Eanc,p. (24)
Additionally, the probability Eanc,p, which is the failure prob-
ability of the m-repetition code for odd m, is calculated in the
larding order as
Eanc,p ∼ mCm−1
2
E(σ2pro)
m−1
2 , (25)
where σ2pro is the variance derived from the sum of the vari-
ance of the leaf qubit in the q and p quadratures. The variance
σ2pro is described as σ
2
pro = σ
2
pro,q +σ
2
pro,p +(1−η)/2η . Ac-
cordingly, the proposed method can reduce the threshold of
squeezing level compared with the previous method, if Etot,pro
is smaller than Etot. For the numerical calculation in the lead-
ing order, we set the number of the leaf qubits L and ancillae
m to 4 and 3, respectively. Then, for simplicity, we regard es-
timate Edet to be the probability of misidentifying the bit value
using the HRMwith the upper limit vup= 2
√
pi/5 whose value
provides the success probability 99.9 % for the entanglement
generation with L = 4. Consequently, we find that the thresh-
old value without the analog QEC are 8.9, 10.2, and 12.1 dB
in the leading order with the transmission loss rate l = 0, 5,
and 10 %, respectively, assuming that the squeezing level of
the squeezed vacuum state is 15.0 dB in the QND gate. We
note that this calculation in the leading order with the pro-
posed method is potentially inaccurate, since the determinis-
tic fusion gate to construct the 3D cluster is substituted by the
FIG. 3. Simulation results for the failure probabilities of the QEC
of the surface code with the analog QEC for the transmission loss l
= (a)0%, (b)5%, and (c)10%, respectively, are plotted as a function
of the standard deviation of the GKP qubits for the code distances
d = 5, 7, 9, and 11. The QEC process is simulated by using the 3D
cluster prepared by the proposed method with vup = 2
√
pi/5. The
simulation results are obtained from 10000 samples.
7non-deterministic fusion gate with the HRM.
To proceed a detailed calculation with the analog QEC,
we numerically simulate the QEC process for topologically
protected MBQC by using the minimum-weight perfect-
matching algorithm [35, 36] for the code distances d = 5, 7,
9, and 11. In this simulation, we apply the analog QEC[30]
to improve the QEC performance of the surface code in topo-
logically protected MBQC and the repetition code in the de-
terministic fusion gate. In Fig. 3, the logical error probabili-
ties are plotted as a function of the standard deviation of the
GKP qubit for l = 0%, 5%, and 10%, which corresponds to
η = 1.0, 0.95, and 0.9. The numerical results confirm that our
method for l = 0, 5, and 10% achieves the threshold value of
the standard deviation 0.273, 0.235, and 0.185, which corre-
spond to the threshold value of the squeezing level 8.3, 9.6,
and 11.7 dB, respectively. The squeezing level s is equal to
s =−10log(2×σ2), where the variance σ is the standard de-
viation of the GKP qubit. Moreover, we numerically simu-
late the QEC process for topologically protected MBQC us-
ing the previous method with the analog QEC. Numerical re-
sults shows that the threshold values are 10.7 and 15.0 for
l = 0 and 5%, respectively, assuming the squeezing level of
the squeezed vacuum state is 15.0 in the QND gate. In ad-
dition, we find that topologically protected MBQC with the
analog QEC is impossible more than l ∼ 7.8%, even when
the GKP qubit has an infinite squeezing level. Therefore, the
threshold of the squeezing level with the conventional method
degrades by ∼ 5.4 dB compared with the previous method.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we have developed the method to improve the
squeezing level required for FTQC with the GKP qubit un-
der the realistic noisy devices, where the two-qubit gate and
the homodyne measurement are imperfect. In our method,
we have proposed a maximum-likelihood method to reduce
a noise of the GKP qubits in the SQEC and the determinis-
tic fusion gate with the encoded measurement, and combined
the proposed methods with the conventional high-threshold
FTQC [18]. The numerical calculations have shown that the
required squeezing level can be improved to less than 10 dB
with analog QEC up to about the transmission loss in the ho-
modyne measurement 5%, which is will be able to generate
with the near-term experimental set-up [25],while topologi-
cally protectedMBQCwith the previousmethod is impossible
with the around 10 dB. Furthermore, our method enables us to
CV-FTQC with 11.7 dB for the transmission loss 10 %, while
topologically protected MBQC using the previous method is
impossible. Hence, we believe this work will open up a new
way to implement CV-FTQC with a moderate squeezing level
under the realistic setup.
Future works could look at a noise model derived from the
imperfection during the generation of the GKP qubit. Such
a noise model has been studied in Refs. [19, 37] focusing
the breeding protocol, while the threshold of the squeezing
level with the analog QEC schemes has not been obtained in
the noise model. We could calculate the threshold of squeez-
ing level for CV-FTQC by using in this work, considering the
noise derived from the generation of the GKP qubit.
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Appendix A: Single-qubit level QEC
After the SQEC in the p quadrature, the SQEC in the q
quadrature can be performed using the second ancilla, where
the ancilla is prepared in the state |+˜〉 and the data qubit is
assumed to be the control qubit. Regarding the deviation, the
CNOT gate operation displaces the deviation of the q and p
quadratures as
∆q,a2 → ∆q,a2+∆q,D+∆q,a, (A1)
∆p,a2 → ∆p,a2, (A2)
∆q,D+∆q,a → ∆q,D+∆q,a, (A3)
∆p,a → ∆p,a−∆p,a2, (A4)
where ∆q,a2(∆p,a2) is the true deviation value of the second
ancilla in the q (p) quadrature. After the CNOT gate, we mea-
sure the ancilla in the q quadrature, and obtain the deviation of
the ancilla ∆mq,a2. Then, we perform the displacement |∆mq,a2|
on the q quadrature of the data qubit to correct by shifting
back in the direction to minimize the deviation. If |∆mq,a2| =
|∆q,a2+∆q,D+∆q,a| is less than
√
pi/2, the true deviation value
of the data qubit in the q quadrature changes from ∆q,D+∆q,a
to −∆q,a2 after the displacement operation, which displaces
∆q,D+∆q,a by −∆mp,a(= −∆q,a2−∆q,D−∆q,a). On the other
hand, if |∆mq,a2| is more than
√
pi/2, the bit error in the q
quadrature occurs after the displacement operation. To sum-
marize, after the sequential SQECs in the p and q quadra-
ture, the variances of the data qubit in the q and p quadratures
become σa,q
2 and 2σa,p
2, respectively. Although the SQEC
works well for the small deviation, we need to operate the
logical-qubit level QEC to correct the deviation greater than√
pi/2.
Appendix B: Highly-reliable measurement
The HRM can reduce the probability of misidentifying the
bit value of the GKP qubit by introducing upper limit vup as
a decision line of the bit value. In the conventional measure-
ment, the decision sets an upper limit for |∆m| at
√
pi/2, and
assigns the bit value k = (2t+k)
√
pi , as shown in Fig. 4 (a). In
the HRM, the decision sets an upper limit at vup(<
√
pi/2) to
give the maximumdeviation that will not cause incorrect mea-
surement of the bit value as shown in Fig. 4. If the above con-
dition |∆m|< vup is not satisfied, we discard the result. Since
the measurement error occurs when |∆¯| exceeds |√pi/2+vup|,
the error probability decreases as increasing vup at the cost of
the success probability of the measurement. The probability
8to obtain the correct bit value with the HRM Ppost is equal to
Pcorpost/(P
cor
post+P
in
post), where P
cor
post is the probability that the true
deviation |∆¯| falls in the correct area, and Pinpost is the probabil-
ity that the true deviation |∆¯| falls in the incorrect area. Pcorpost
and Pinpost for the GKP qubit of the variance σ
2 are given by
Pcorpost =
+∞
∑
k=−∞
∫ 2k√pi+√pi2 −vup
2k
√
pi−
√
pi
2 +vup
dx
1√
2piσ2
e
− x2
2σ2 (B1)
and
Pinpost =
+∞
∑
k=−∞
∫ (2k+1)√pi+√pi2 −vup
(2k+1)
√
pi−
√
pi
2 +vup
dx
1√
2piσ2
e
− x2
2σ2 . (B2)
FIG. 4. Introduction of the highly-reliable measurement. (a) The
conventional measurement of the GKP qubit, where the Gaussian
distribution followed by the deviation of the GKP qubit that has vari-
ance σ2. The plain (blue) region and the region with vertical (red)
line represent the different code word (k−1) mod 2 and (k+1) mod
2, respectively. The vertical line regions correspond to the proba-
bility of incorrect decision of the bit value. (b) The highly-reliable
measurement. The shown dot line represents a upper limit vup. The
horizontal line areas show the probability that the results of the mea-
surement is discarded by introducing vup. The vertical line areas
show the probability that our method fails.
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